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STONEDENE CLOSE, FOREST ROW

BRAMBLE COTTAGE

A simply superb home. Thoughtfully
extended by the current owners, who
have created an impressive open
plan downstairs space with new
kitchen and underfloor heating,
enjoying views of the garden and
countryside beyond. A new dormer
roof conversion creates space for a
master suite with Juliet balcony.
Arrange a viewing now to be
pleasantly envious and be
transported to a serene, rural feeling
home...

Inside
Double glazed front door leads
through to hall with tiled floor.
Radiator. Side window. Under stairs
cupboard. Access via stairs to 1st
floor.
Continuation of tiled flooring and
door thought to open plan living
space. Wow. The kitchen enjoys
views right through the downstairs
and out to the end of the garden and
means you can feel part of social
space. With generous storage this
‘tuxedo’ style kitchen boasts a
Rangemaster 6 ring gas cooker with
double oven, large Neff American
style fridge freezer built into storage
cupboard surround with large pull out
larder. Under cupboard lighting,
quartz worktop with upstands,
integrated Miele dishwasher and
plenty of storage!
A breakfast bar encloses the area
but provides an informal space to sit
at before dining.
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The dining area seamlessly links to
the spacious lounge all the while with
the perfect ambient temperature
supplied by the piped underfloor
heating which is powered by a new
Worcester Bosch combi boiler and
separately zoned into two areas.
Downlighting with dimmer switches.

The lounge was made for relaxing in.
Lighter than most, the windows are
also complimented by two opening
lantern style roof windows and ensure
plenty of light bathes the downstairs.
There is a door discreetly to one side
that grants access to an outer hall
(with its own external access) which
connects with the utility room and w.c
which is ideal if you have a dog as you
can ensure its clean from muddy
walks before entering the house.
The first floor is as light as downstairs
and also enjoys all new double
glazing.

There are two double bedrooms with
storage and a modern bathroom
comprised of a white suite, tiled walls
and bath with mixer tap shower over.
The fourth bedroom is a large single
room and has the stairs to the master
suite from it so would equally be
suitable as an office or even nursey.
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Reaching the second floor and
master suite you are rewarded by a
large open room where your
attention is divided between the
views and the space on offer, yet
still retaining a huge sense of
privacy as well. Hand built storage
wardrobes neatly make use of
every last inch of space and the en
suite double shower is spacious
and compliments the quality feel of
the house.

Outside

A block paved driveway offering
space for 2-3 cars greets you with
a storm porch and outside light.
Low level close board fence leads
past outside store (now connected
to the house) and further 6ft close
board fencing all around. Garden
mostly laid to lawn with
meandering gravel path with steps
to a large patio -perfect for evening
drinks/ barbecues etc. Large
garden building for storage or
potential for a home office.

EPC Band C (76/84)
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